Climatic Change, Global warming. Global Change
“A permanent Conflict between Nature and the Human Being ", or
“What could it be done in order to let Nature take its course?"
The information below summarizes some concepts that are related to the human current activity,
such as the Clim ate, the Meteorology and the so called Climatic Change. An approach to the
existence of certain manipulation regarding this matter, or so we believe, will also be
examined.
Some people claim that everything is caused exclusively by the CO2 that human beings are
continuously giving off and add that it also concerns the atmosphere (IPCC and Al Gore). Some
others openly assert that something is happening, but admit that they do not really know what it
actually is. Others just criticize every single aspect.
There are also people who claim that there is nothing to worry about because Clim ate has always
been changing.
We agree that CO 2 is a great problem but, is this really THE PROBLEM that is worsening the
Climate?
Would the problem of global warming be solved by just controlling the emission of CO2? A nonpolluted and a global view is essential to be able to estimate the magnitude of the problem we
are facing.
Our aim is to avoid mistaking the analysis and the reasons because otherwise, it could be assured
that solutions will also be mistaken.
CLIMATE changes can be appreciated by anyone. For instance, the increase of temperatures,
which is a major factor nowadays, leading to the misadjustment of the seasons and, especially,
the lack of rain or snow in winter as well as some other climatic phenomenons such as the
punctually but very intense presence of tornadoes, unexpected rainfalls and floods in certain
latitudes where it is unusual to happen, droughts or the melting of glaciers and poles among
others, are changes that have to be taken into consideration as they can devastate whatever they
find on their way.
It can be easily observed that something is happening with the atmosphere and that the WATER
OF RAIN has a lot to do with it. However, it is not so easy to see that something is also
happening with the CO2.

Indeed our Planet is basically WATER.
We would like to stress all the effort we put into this in order to achieve that any mark left on our
Planet, Land, Sea or Air, by human beings is as limited as possible and that it is attached the
importance it actually has, but as we said before, IF WE MISTAKE THE REASONS, WE WILL BE
LOSING A PRECIOUS TIME, BECAUSE WE WILL BE MISTAKING, ALSO, THE SOLUTIONS.
In our Planet many cycles are evolving simultaneously. Some of them are linked but in my
opinion, the CO2 Cycle is far from being the most important issue when considering the Global
warming
In other words, when turning from gas into liquid, the energy involved in the process is
eliminated by expelling it out.
Hence, when we interrupt the Hydrological Cycle, we are also interrupting the natural process
of expelling out the energy coming from the SEA, leading that way to continuously storage
the same energy and resulting in the consequent warming which affects the SEA and our
Planet in general.
The Water of rain is a natural unlimited resource when it is not dammed. On the contrary,
when the Water of Rain is actually dammed, it becomes a scarce resource.
In our Planet, as it also happens with most resources, the amount of fresh water in use is
limited.
It is not the CO2 the one that makes disappear the water coming from the constant snowfalls,
glaciers and poles. What it is actually needed is a Hydrological cycle to support the water in
use to be able to compensate the water that human beings dam in order not to waste it in the
SEA ".
On balance then, an urgent KIOTO plan regarding the WATER OF RAIN should be set up and
once again, it is important to remember that IF WE MISTAKE THE REASONS, WE WILL BE
LOSING A PRECIOUS TIME, BECAUSE WE WILL ALSO BE MISTAKING THE SOLUTIONS.
For further information about the Climatic Change of the Planet, we recommend you to visit:
www.jaon.es/cambioclimatico/cambioclimatico.htm
where translations to different languages are available.

